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Understanding Fear and Anxiety in 
the Evolutionary Context 

Fear and anxiety are entirely normal – in 
fact, essential – emotions. When we 
are anxious or frightened, adrenalin 
is released into the bloodstream, 
increasing our heart rate and the blood 
flow to the heart and muscles. This 
hard-wired ‘fight or flight’ response is 
critical to our survival. 

In an evolutionary context, (re)actions 
which remove threats enhance our 
survival and are thus reinforced through 
natural selection. Those who do not 
respond sufficiently to a threat are 
less likely to survive, and therefore, 
appropriate levels of anxiety and fear 
are necessary. 

There is a need to better understand 
the functional role of fear and anxiety 
in our modern times. Too much anxiety 
can affect well-being, whereby some 
individuals over-respond to potential 
threats by developing maladaptive 
avoidance behaviours to remove 
themselves from the situation. So, 

while responding to threat can be a 
proportional and appropriate response, 
depending on the situation, it may also 
be harmful and counterproductive. 

The recent COVID-19 pandemic is 
a good example of the demand for 
a delicate balancing act in how we 
respond to threat. Individuals who 
failed to avoid the threat may have 
put themselves and their families at 
increased risk of contracting the virus. 
On the other end of the spectrum, some 
individuals experienced severe health 
anxiety and adopted safety behaviours 
which were counterproductive. 

The COVID-19 pandemic has put a 
new perspective on the complexity 
of how we respond to threat and the 
presumptions that safety behaviours 
should be eliminated. As such, current 
therapeutic options need to be re-
evaluated. Professor Helen Cassaday 
from the University of Nottingham and 
colleague Dr Meghan Thurston recently 
published a perspective article on the 
role of safety learning in anxiety, based 
on experimental models of inhibitory 

learning. Their evidence-based analysis 
progresses our understanding of 
the role of safety learning relating to 
COVID-19 and its impact on mental 
health. 

Safety Learning and Anxiety

Learning about threats is a fundamental 
survival behaviour in which we 
associate previously neutral stimuli with 
adverse events, and as a consequence 
initiate defensive behaviours to prevent 
direct harm. However, the failure 
to inhibit these threat responses in 
environments which are actually safe 
means that these survival behaviours 
can become dysfunctional and 
contribute to inappropriate and 
excessive levels of anxiety. 

Safety learning is the process by which 
a stimulus becomes associated with 
the absence of threat. It is currently a 
poorly understood concept compared 
to threat learning but is emerging as 
a topic of interest. Individuals adopt 
safety behaviours in an effort to prevent 
their fears from becoming realised and 

SAFETY LEARNING: 
EXPLAINING AND TREATING 
MALADAPTIVE COVID-19 
CONCERNS
Safety signals are learned cues that predict the non-occurrence of 
an aversive event and are effective in inhibiting fear and maintaining 
fear-motivated behaviours in anxious individuals. However, the 
role of inhibitory learning mechanisms in producing ‘conditioned 
inhibitors’ in response to safety signals has received little attention. 
The need to better understand this has become more pressing 
given the increased levels of health anxiety and safety behaviours 
resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic. Professor Helen Cassaday 
at the University of Nottingham and colleague Dr Meghan Thurston 
have evaluated the role that safety learning plays in anxiety, 
inhibitory learning and concerns about COVID-19. 
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to allow them to feel more comfortable in situations they are 
anxious about. If an individual believes that a situation will 
not go well, they are likely to feel anxious and have the urge to 
avoid the situation. 

Short-term safety behaviours can give a sense of relief but 
in the long term, they often prove unhelpful. Animal studies 
confirm that safety signals – learned cues that indicate threat 
is unlikely – moderate reaction to stress and help to buffer the 
effects of uncontrollable stressors. 

Although there are effective treatments, the underlying 
mechanisms of various anxiety disorders are still not fully 
understood and they have multiple causes. Individuals who 
have anxiety disorders report awareness of a variety of safety 
signals – such as the presence of a trusted person and the 
knowledge they have medication to hand. The main treatment 
is cognitive behavioural therapy, in which one approach is to 
encourage individuals to drop their safety behaviours. Clinically, 
there is mixed evidence in support in terms of effectiveness 
but it remains the generally favoured approach. Removal of 
the safety behaviour may be combined with strategies for the 
individual to reflect on the absence of a negative outcome 
occurring. 

Safety Learning in the Context of COVID-19

The most theoretically sound experimental model of safety 
learning is arguably conditioned inhibition. Conditioned 
inhibition is a more general learning phenomenon, in which a 
stimulus that predicts the absence of an otherwise expected 
outcome comes to control how an organism (be that an animal 
or human subject) responds to it. 

Scientists are becoming increasingly interested in the 
development of safety behaviours in humans and how best to 
manage these therapeutically. The safety learning approach 

has yet to be applied to the context of understanding the 
mental health impact of the COVID-19 pandemic but it has clear 
relevance. For example, people may initially sanitise and wash 
their hands to reduce the risk of infection, however, the safety 
signals provided by the smell of sanitiser and soap will come to 
secondarily reinforce this behaviour. Individuals with obsessive-
compulsive disorder have been identified as being particularly 
susceptible to the development of such behaviours. However, 
there is also some evidence of increased anxiety and bias 
towards the direction of attention towards virus-related threats 
compared to pre-pandemic levels in the general population as 
well. 

Theoretical and Therapeutic Implications

Professor Cassaday and Dr Thurston conclude that while 
remote cognitive behavioural therapy has been somewhat 
effective as COVID-19 restrictions relaxed and the immediate 
threat waned, there is much yet to be explored in the emerging 
application of interventions relating to COVID-19. Safety 
signals prevent conditioned fear from being removed and 
their removal or extinction has been the focus of therapeutic 
intervention for anxiety disorders to date. 

Unfortunately, COVID-19 has resulted in a complex and ever-
changing situation. As new variants arise and the threat waxes 
and wanes, safety behaviours will need to be judged in this 
context as they may prove entirely rational. As such, each 
individual’s risk, vulnerability and personal situation will need 
to be taken into account when deciding their best course of 
action. If, as we hope, COVID-19 is now behind us, the next 
pandemic may still be around the corner, and we must prepare. 
Similar considerations will apply. Professor Cassaday and 
Dr Thurston argue that perhaps the most pressing need is to 
identify whether safety behaviours are increased or decreased 
in connection with different anxiety-related disorders and 
concerns. 
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